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VR Film acting as different food

13th Novermber, 2023
Two months in, the S1 newcomers are gradually adapting to the
campus life and integrating into the community. It all started in
the summer  when we had our holiday activity - Foodstep Journey! 

Foodstep Journey

This summer, our pre-S1 students joined a workshop held by Food Angel. It aims
to raise their awareness of cherishing food and caring for the community.

In the VR designated area, students saw the world
through the eyes of different food groups and
experienced first-hand the unfortunate process
through which large amount of edible food is
wasted.

Have you ever thought about what it is like to
live in a subdivided flat? Any idea how small
that would be? Our students experienced the
life of an elderly person who makes a living
collecting scraps and learned to analyze the
issue of elderly poverty.



As intense as it could be! Both teams are
fighting for the win

A whole new project for our NCS students - 
NCS Fung Ling Programme

This year, we started a new program -  NCS Fung Ling Programme.  The School
Counselling Team worked hand-in-hand with the Discipline Team to arrange  a
series of team-building and problem-solving training, in order to enhance
students' resilience and nurture positive values. The whole programme include
serveral Support Groups sessions and a number of  Outdoor Activity Days. Below
is the first Activity Day for our S.2-3 NCS students.

The first Activity Day - DodgebeeThe first Activity Day - DodgebeeThe first Activity Day - Dodgebee
Have you heard of Dodgebee? It is a sport inspired by dodgeball, involving
teams throwing a flying disc at members of the opposing team. Let’s browse
through some of the photos of the day.

Win or lose. They all have a smiley face
after the game. 


